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Findley House Fireplaces  
are award winning designers 
and manufacturers of hand 
crafted fireplaces.

Findley House Fireplaces have been handcrafting bespoke 
fireplaces for over 20 years. We pride ourselves on creating the 
dream fireplace for our customers by meticulously ensuring that 
every single detail is of the highest standard. Our approach to the 
service we provide is based on the values of professionalism, 
friendliness and reliability and this is why Findley House 
Fireplaces has been successfully making quality bespoke 
fireplaces for so many years. 
 
Each fireplace is custom made by our highly skilled masons 
enabling us to offer outstanding choice in both design and 
materials unlike any other fireplace manufacturer. 
 
Our materials are sourced from the best quarries around the world 
offering an extensive range of stone, slate, marble and granite. Many 
of these materials are exclusive to ourselves and are not seen on 
the high street. The projects we undertake are hugely varied giving 
Findley House Fireplaces a wealth of experience in an ever 
changing industry.

For more information please visit  
our website by scanning the QR code



Shown in: Diamond White & Grey Skies micromarble

This simple micromarble 
fireplace boasts a two-tone 
stepped design and is enhanced 
with elegant downlights.
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Rembrandt

Shown in: Ivory White Limestone

Meticulously carved from 
natural stone, its intricate 
details exude timeless beauty.
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Shown in: Semi Rijou Limestone

With its clean lines and 
minimalist design, this fireplace 
effortlessly blends into any 
interior decor.

Shelby 
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Shown in: Sandune & Black Riven Slate

A traditional fireplace creating  
a timeless and classic addition 
to any home.



Wragby
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Shown in: Bateig Diamante Sandstone

This remarkable Tudor style 
fireplace with hand carved 
features demonstrating Findley 
House craftsmanship.
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Shown in: Ivory White Limestone

This profiled fireplace with 
stunning curves adds a touch  
of class and sophistication to 
any room.

Amelia



Shown in: Diamond White micromarble  
with Emperador Silver 

The Avelyne fireplace features a 
stunning contrast of natural 
marble, adding a touch of 
elegance and sophistication.

Avelyne
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Phoenix

Shown in: Snowfall Micromarble

The Phoenix fireplace with 
distinctive Tudor arch feature 
adds an understated beauty to 
any home. 
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Berkley

Shown in: Grey Skies micromarble

The sleek chamfered edges add 
a touch of modern elegance to 
this simplistic design.



Harewood

Shown in: Ivory White Limestone

A beautifully crafted  
fireplace with elegant curved 
detail adding depth to this 
traditional design.
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Shown in: Semi Rijou Limestone & Honed Black Granite

Boasting style and elegance,  
the Balmoral is a timeless 
beauty suiting both stoves and 
modern fires.

Balmoral
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Shown in: Ivory White Limestone

The New Nexus fireplace  
keeps things simple with 
timeless appeal.

New Nexus



Broadway
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Shown in: Semi Rijou Limestone

The Broadway stone fireplace is 
adorned with a large chamfer, 
adding a touch of elegance and 
dimension to this simple design.
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Edessa

Shown in: Polar White Micromarble

This stepped design adds  
depth & character to a simple 
surround creating an attractive 
focal point to any room.
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Flat Victorian

Shown in: Semi Rijou Limestone & Black Granite

The simplicity of this 
reproduction fire surround 
compliments both traditional 
and modern décor.
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Shown in: Black Fusion

Stunning custom made media 
walls and bases in a variety of 
styles and finishes.

Media Wall
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At Findley House, our craft goes beyond the 
creation of fireplaces; we meticulously 
design and produce an exquisite array of 
hearths, panels, slips, and chambers, each 
crafted in a diverse range of shapes and 
materials. Elevate your space with our 
bespoke creations that seamlessly blend 
artistry and functionality.

Circle

Clipped Corner

Quadrant

Teardrop

D Shape

Square
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Hearth Styles

Edge Options

Boxed & Lipped Hearths & Panels

Hearths & Rear Hearths

Boxed Flush Reversed Boxed  
& Lipped

Chamfered Flat Polished Full Bullnose Half Bullnose
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Materials

Findley House offer over 50 materials to 
choose from in a wide range of Limestone, 
Granite’s, Slate’s, Micromarble & Quartz. A 
full selection can be seen on our website at 
www.findleyhouse.co.uk. Individual samples 
can be requested through your local stockist.

Limestone 
A popular choice for fireplaces due to its natural look 
& versatile nature, limestone is the most sought-after 
material for fireplaces today & available in several 
colours & variations. As a natural material, limestone 
may contain natural veins, fissures, fossils & variations 
in colour throughout which means each fireplace is 
completely unique. As a natural material this is suitable 
for use with solid fuel, high efficiency, gas & electric 
fires & stoves. 
 

Granite 
Durable and non-flammable, it’s no wonder that 
Granite is the number one choice for hearths in the UK. 
Granite is hard wearing, scratch resistant & available in 
a choice of colours with natural markings throughout. 
As a natural material, granite may contain variations 
such as fossils, fissures & colour variations throughout 
& is suitable for use with solid fuel, high efficiency, gas 
& electric fires & stoves. 
 

Slate 
Another popular choice especially for use with stoves, 
slate is easy to clean & the colour can be enhanced 
over & over with the application of slate oil to enhance 
the natural characteristics inherently found in the 
beautiful natural material. A finish described as riven 
has a cleft surface which has been split by hand to 
create a unique piece every time. As a natural material, 
granite may contain variations such as fossils, fissures & 
colour variations throughout & is suitable for use with 
solid fuel, high efficiency, gas & electric fires & stoves.

Natural Marble 
Natural marble is exactly what most people assume it to 
be. Strikingly beautiful with natural colours & veining 
making each piece totally unique, some created over 
200 million years ago. Natural marble certainly has the 
wow factor & is available in a huge choice of colours. 
Softer than granite, natural marble may better suited to 
creating a stunning surround to compliment a hardier 
hearth & panel or used to create feature slips to 
surround a hole in the wall fire. As a natural material, 
marble may contain variations such as fossils, fissures 
& colour variations throughout & is suitable for use with 
solid fuel, high efficiency, gas & electric fires & stoves. 
 

Micrograin/Micromarble/Conglomerate 
Micrograin, also known as micromarble or conglomerate 
is a man-made marble comprised of crushed marble 
mixed with a resin to create a uniform effect which is 
suitable for use with electric fires & decorative gas 
fires. Being man-made gives an enormous amount of 
choice when it comes to the colours available. However, 
due to the high resin content, Findley House do not 
recommend the use of these materials with high 
efficiency gas fires or solid fuel fires. 
 

Quartz 
Another man-made material made up using quartz, 
various pigments and resin to create a uniform material 
which, like micrograin, gives a large choice of colours 
and finishes available. Although replicating natural 
granite, the inclusion of resin renders quartz unsuitable 
for use with high efficiency gas fires or solid fuel fires.
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Scan the QR code to view our 
full range of materials



Bespoke Kitchen Worktops
Looking for a new kitchen worktop? Designer surfaces can design, manufacture and install exquisite granite and quartz 
kitchen worktops. Designer Surfaces have over 25 years experience in offering customers the very finest in granite and 
quartz kitchen worktops. Why not learn more about Designer Surfaces and their incredibly beautiful granite and quartz 

kitchen worktops and their unrivalled level of customer service.
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Standard Sizes

Fireplace           Surround      Height (C)       Opening               Shelf             Hearth 
                              Width (a)         (excl. hearth)     W(f) x H (g)              Depth (d)      W(b) x D(e) x H(h) 

Amelia                   1,270mm           1,090mm          915 x 915mm            125mm            Not applicable 

Avelyne                  1,370mm           1,105mm           686 x 775mm           215mm           1,370 x 380 x 50mm 

Balmoral               1,370mm           1,152mm            992 x 912mm           197mm           Not applicable 

Berkley                  1,370mm           1,045mm           900 x 810mm          195mm           1,370 x 380 x 50mm 

Broadway             1,370mm           1,090mm          860 x 870mm          165mm           1,370 x 380 x 50mm 

Edessa                    1,275mm           970mm             855 x 760mm          180mm           1,350 x 380 x 50mm 

Flat Victorian     1,370mm           1,130mm           915 x 915mm            200mm          Not applicable 

Harewood            1,370mm           1,165mm            825 x 890mm          215mm           1,370 x 380 x 70mm 

Harrison               1,370mm           1,055mm           762 x 750mm           205mm          1,370 x 380 x 50mm 

New Nexus            1,323mm           1,055mm           939 x 863mm          152mm           1,370 x 380 x 50mm 

Phoenix                 1,220mm           1,055mm           716 x 790mm           200mm          1,220 x 380 x 65mm 

Rembrandt          1,550mm           1,210mm           915 x 890mm           240mm          Not applicable 

Shelby                    1,220mm           1,010mm           760 x 770mm          175mm            1,220 x 380 x 50mm 

Sutton                    1,370mm           1,180mm           915 x 915mm            180mm           Not applicable 

Wragby                  1,470mm           1,170mm            840 x 840mm         230mm          Not applicable 
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Notes 

– Findley House will endeavour to meet all measurements as stated, however; due to the nature of 
the manufacturing process, a tolerance of up to 10mm will be considered acceptable. Findley 
House reserve the right to change sizes without prior notification. 

– Other material, hearth & edge options are available. Please contact the office for further details. 

– Images are for illustration purposes only 

– Please note that all samples are to be used as a guide, as colour, natural fossils, fissures, markings, 
colour and shade variations will occur and will not be considered a fault. Findley House will not 
accept rejections or returns based on any of these expected variations found in natural materials. 

– All fireplaces & surrounds are supplied with a 1” rebate as standard unless otherwise requested 

– All Findley House products must be fitted by a qualified installer. It is the responsibility of the 
retailer to ensure that all items are installed correctly & safely. 21
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Unit 13, Shaw Wood Way, Doncaster, DN2 5TB.  
Telephone: 01302 708 447 

Email: sales@findleyhouse.co.uk

www.findleyhouse.co.uk


